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Abstract-Combination network coding can be regarded as a
generalization of Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code. An
existing bound on the required alphabet size for MDS code is
generalized for combination network coding. Besides, a class of
combination network code called Zigzag-Decodable (ZD) code
is considered. It involves only exclusive-OR and bit-shifting
operations and can be decoded by a fast algorithm called zigzag
decoding. It was proved that the ZD code has lower encoding and
decoding complexities than other existing codes, at the expense
of slight rate loss.

I.

INTRODUCTION

We consider network coding for a special class of networks,
called combination network [1]. It is a three-layer directed
acyclic network. In network coding theory, it is well known
that for directed acyclic multicast problems, the cut-set bound
can be achieved by linear network code, provided that the size
of the finite field is large enough [2]. The combination network
is often used an example to show the necessity of large field
size. Besides, it is also used to show that network coding gain
can be unbounded [1], [3].
Formally, the G) combination network is a directed acyclic
network which consists of three layers of nodes, as shown
in Figure 1. The top layer consists of only the source node,
denoted by S. There is a directed edge from S to each of the
n relay nodes in the middle layer. The bottom layer consists of
G) sink nodes, each of which has k incoming edges connected
to a distinct k-subset of relay nodes.
The source S wants to send to all the sink nodes an k
dimensional message vector x, whose components are ele
ments of a source alphabet �. For each edge, a symbol from
an edge alphabet, A, can be sent in each channel use. Because
of the network topology, coding can be performed only at the
source S. For i 1, 2, . . . , n, let ii : �k -+ A be the encoding
function for edge i which connects S to the i-th relay node.
For j
1, 2, . . . , (�), let gj : Ak -+ �k be the decoding
function of sink j. An (n, k) combination network (CN) code
is defined by these encoding and decoding functions, provided
that the value of gj is equal to x for all j and all x E �k.
=

=
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In the (�) combination network, the min-cut between any
sink node and the source S is clearly equal to k log2 q' bits.
By the Max-flow Min-cut Theorem [4], any CN code must
satisfy k log2 q :s: k log2 q', or simply q :s: q' . In other words,
its code rate r is no more than 1.
Definition 2. An (n, k) eN code is said to be maximum
'
distance separable (MDS) if q
q.
=

Note that our definition above is equivalent to the standard
definition of MDS codes. In our definition, for every sink to
successfully distinguish two different messages, at least d £
n k + 1 of the encoding functions must have different values
for these two messages, meaning that the Singleton bound is
satisfied with equality. In other words, MDS code in classical
algebraic coding theory can be regarded as a special case of
CN code [5].
-

(�)
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Fig. 1.

II.

ALPHABET SIZE FOR

k

=

2

In this section, we generalize a result concerning alphabet
size in network coding in [6, Chapter 2]. Let iI, 12, ··., in
be functions mapping �2 to A. They are said to be pairwise
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independent if for any pair Ii and fJ, there is an inverse
function gi,j : A 2 --+ �2 such that
(1)
for any x

E

�2.

In

Lemma 1. If JI, 12, ···,
are pairwise independent func
2 --+ A and q :s; q' < q2, then
tions of the form
: �

Ii

q'(q2 1)
n<
- q2 - q ' '
_

m

Proof First, we claim that for each function Ii, every
element in its co-domain is mapped from at most q' elements
in its domain. Suppose the claim is false. Then Ii must map
to the same point in A from more than q' points in �2. By
the pigeonhole principle, the function fJ, where j -I- i, must
take on the same value for two of those points, contradicting
the assumption that the functions are pairwise independent.
Now define an agreement of the function Ii to be a pair
of distinct points in �2 at which Ii takes the same value.
Consider an arbitrary function l' equals Ii for some i. For
j = 1, 2, . . . q', let Mj be the number of points in �2 that
map to the j-th point in A under 1'. As shown above, we
must have 0 :s; Mi :s; q'. Furthermore, Li�l Mi = q2, since
there are q2 points in the domain of 1'. Therefore, l' has at
least

Proof It is clear that for each sink node to be able to
decode the two messages, the edges from the source to the n
relay nodes must be pairwise independent. By Lelmna 1, (5)
must hold.
When q = q', the inequality in (5) can be simplified to (6)
by simple algebraic manipulation. This bound is tight because
it can be achieved by a linear code over GF(q) as follows: For
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let Ii (x) = C7 x, where c;'s are distinct ele
ments of the set {(O, 1), (1, 0), (1, a), (1, (2), ..., (1, aq-1n
•
and a is a primitive element of GF(q).
For general network coding, an example network has been
constructed in [6, Chapter 2] to show that a smaller alphabet
size can be used if the network is operated slightly below
capacity. We remark that the same phenomenon can be ob
served in combination network. Consider the (�) network. To
operate at full capacity, a rate-l code is needed. By Theorem 2,
q = q' ;::: 5. Now we show that a CN code with q = 2
and q' = 3 exists. We need to define Ii : �2 --+ A for
i = 1, 2, ... , 6. Let �2 = {a, b, c, d} and A = {a, ,8, ,),}.
For each Ii, we choose a pair of symbols from �2 and map
both of them to ')'. The remaining two symbols in �2 are
mapped to a and ,8, respectively. For example, we may have
JI(a) = a, JI(b) = ,8 and JI(c) = JI(d) = ')'. For fJ where
j -I- i, the pair of symbols mapped to ')' has to be different
from the pair chosen for k Since there are (�) = 6 possible
choices, we can define six encoding functions in this way. It is
easy to see that each sink can decode the message successfully.

III. MDS CODE
agreements. It can be shown that Li Mi(Mi - 1)/2 is a
Schur-convex function of Mi's, implying that the minimum
is achieved when Ml = M2 = ...= Mq, = q2/q'. In other
words, I' has at least
q2 q2
-(- -1)
2 q'

In this section, we give a brief review on some MDS codes.
A. Reed-Solomon Code

In the original paper [7], the Reed-Solomon (RS) code is
defined over the finite field GF(q) in the following way:

y=Gx,

(7)

agreements. Totally, there are n functions. Again by the
pigeonhole principle, there are at least two functions that share
the same agreement if
nq2 q2
q2(q2 -1)
-(- -1)>
(3)
2 q'
2
q'(q2 1)
n>
(4)
q2 q'

where x is a k-vector of information symbols, y is an n-vector
of coded symbols and G is an n x k generator matrix which
takes the form of the Vandermonde matrix defined below:
alkk l
al a122
a2 a2
a2
G
,
(8)
.-

Since the functions are pairwise independent, by definition, no
two functions can share the same agreement, and the statement
follows.
•

where the a;'s are distinct non-zero elements in GF(q), im
plying that q ;::: n + 1. Note that the Vandermonde matrix has
the important feature that a square Vandermonde matrix (i.e.,
when n = k) is non-singular.
RS code can be applied to the combination network in
a straightforward manner. The k messages are treated as
elements of x. The source node sends each element of y
to each relay node. A sink node is connected to k of the
relay nodes, and receives ex, where e is a square matrix
obtained from G by retaining k of its rows. Since e is itself
a Vandemonde matrix, it is invertible and the sink node can
decode x. If Gaussian elimination is used for decoding, then

_

�

_

Theorem 2.

An (n, 2) CN code must satisfy

q'(q2 1)
n<
- q2 - q ' .
_

(5)

In the special case when q = q',

n :s; q + 1,
and the bound is tight.
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O(k3) multiplications are needed. Encoding can be perfonned
by multiplying the n x k generator matrix with the k-vector
of information symbols, which requires O(nk) multiplications
over GF(q).
B. Binary Sequence Code

The binary sequence (BS) code is proposed for the com
bination network in [8]. It can be applied to the case where
q = q' = 2w, where w + 1 is a prime number greater than
or equal to n. Each symbol in � or A is treated as a binary
vector of length w. In other words, the k message symbols,
Xl, X2, ..., Xm are w-dimensional vectors over GF(2). The
total number of information bits is kw. Note that w is
commonly called the word size.
For any binary vector X of length I, let append(x) and
remove(x) be the operations of appending a zero to the end
of x to produce a vector of length I + 1 and removing the
last component from x to produce a vector of length I 1,
respectively. Besides, let c-shift(x, I') be cyC\iC\y shifting x by
[' positions. For j = 1,2, ... , n, the encoding function fJ is
defined as
k
fJ ( x ) = L remove(c-shift(append(xi)' (j -1)(i -1))). (9)
i=l
-

Note that fj is linear, and can be represented by a w x kw
generator matrix, which is shown to be sparse with k ones
in each row or column. Computation of fJ involves at most
wk XOR's. The encoding complexity of the code is therefore
O(wkn).
For a sink to decode the message, it receives the coded
message from k relay nodes and then inverts a kw x kw sparse
matrix. It is shown in [8] that the matrix is invertible. Since
there k2w ones in the kw x kw matrix, the system of linear
equations can be solved in O ( k3w2 ) binary operations using
the method in [9].
C.

The second modification is that the encoding and decoding
of Cauchy-RS code is based on the matrix representation
of of elements in GF(q) by w x w matrix of elements in
GF(2), which allows operations in GF(q) be done by XOR's
of elements in GF(2). Details can be found in [10].
It is shown in [10] that the encoding of Cauchy-RS code
involves O(k(n -k) log2 q) XOR's and the decoding involves
O(k(n - k) log2 q) XOR's and O((n - k)2) operations in
GF(q).
IV.

ZIGZAG-DECODABLE CODE

In this section, we present the Zigzag-decodable (ZD) code
proposed in [11]. It is a CN code, which has lower decoding
complexity than the MDS codes mentioned in the previous
section. The price to pay is that there is slight rate loss.
Assume that q =L
2 and q' =L
2 +l . We use a polynomial
over GF(2) of degrees L and L + I to represent a symbol of �
and of A, respectively. For i = 1,2, . . . , k, let message symbol
i be represented by the polynomial
!o.
L-1 ,
(11)
+ S t., lZ + S 2, 2Z2 + "'SL
s·z
-1Z
1- ( ) =S'O
2,
t.,
where si,j
E
GF(2). Define the column vectors
s(z)
(Sl(Z),S2(Z),,,,,Sk(Z)) and J(s(z))
�
�
(h (s(z)), fz( s(z)), ..., fn(s(z))). The encoding functions
of the ZD code are given by

J(s(z)) =

r "t"
1

Xn+YI

1

Xn+Y2

1
�·t"

Xn+Yk

1

where {Xl,X2, . . . , xn} and {Y1,Y2,...,Yk} are two subsets
of GF(q) which satisfy Xi + Yj i- 0 for i = 1,2, . . . n and
j = 1,2, . . . k. Furthermore, q � 2w is greater than or equal
to max{k, ( n -k)} [10], where w is the word size and is a
positive integer. The Cauchy matrix has the nice property that
every square sub-matrix of its is nonsingular. Hence, when
it is applied to the G) combination network, every sink can
decode the message.
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(12)

where Ik is the k x k identity matrix and B(z) is a (n-k) x k
matrix whose (i,j)-th entry is Z(i-1)(j-1). Then I = (n
k - l)(k - 1). The code rate, r, is given by Lj(L + [) =
Lj(L + (n -k -l)(k -1)), which approaches 1 when L goes
to infinity.
For example, when k = 3 and n = 7, we have

Cauchy-RS Code

Cauchy-RS code is regarded as the state-of-the-art MDS
code for data storage systems. It is an improvement over RS
code [10], with two major modifications. First, Cauchy matrix,
instead of Vandemonde matrix, is used as the generator matrix.
The n x k Cauchy matrix is defined as
_1_
Xl +Y2
_1_
X2+YI
X2+Y2
X2+Yk
(10)
,
.

[ ;(�) ] s(z),

A(z) =

1 0 0
0 1 0
1
0 0
1 1
1
1 z Z2
1 Z2 z4
1 z3 z6

(13)

which is graphically shown in Figure 2. Clearly, I equals 6 in
this case.
For the (�) network, there are k systematic packets and
(n -k) parity packets. Each parity packet is constructed by
performed at most (k - l)L XORs. The encoding complexity
is therefore O((n -k)kL).
As for decoding, it was proved in [11] that the ZD
code can be decoded by a low-complexity algorithm called
Zigzag decoding, which is stated in Algorithm 1. Note that
in the description of the algorithm, we use an array, rather
than a polynomial, to represent a symbol. Its computational
complexity is O(k2L) due to the two for-loops in lines 10
and 15, respectively, assuming that k parity packets are used
for decoding. In general, assume that ko systematic packets
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Algorithm 1

ZigZag Decoding Algorithm
Input: k binary arrays, YI, Y , ... , Yk , each of length L+ l,
2
and a k x k integer array, T
Output: k binary arrays, Xl , X , ... , Xk , each of length L
2
II Initialization
1: B :=T;
2: Let V be the array of size L + l whose first L elements
are equal to 1 and the last r elements are equal to 0;
3: for i
1 to k do
4:
Pi :=1;
for j
1 to k do
5:
6:
Let Vj be obtained by cyclically shifting V to the
right by T[i] [j] positions;

�H
5,M._I

i"'.L5421
53,1153,21

I I

�,H

I

=

52,/,-11

=

F�L-j

end for

7:

Ai := VI+ V2+ ...+ Vk;

8:

9: end for

II

Decoding by identifying an exposed bit in each iteration
number of decoded bits 1 to kL do
Find the smallest i* such that Ai' [Pi' ] =1;
j* := arg minj B[i*] [j] ;
b := Yi. [Pi' ] and h :=Pi' - T[i*] [j*] ;
Xj ' [h] := b;
II Updating variables
for i =1 to k do
Pi :=h+ T[i] [j*] and Yi[Pi] := Yi[Pi] EB b;
B[i] [j*] := B[i] [j*] +1;
if B[i] [j*] - T[i] [j*] - L = 0 then
B[i] [j*] := L+ l+1;

10: for
1 1:

C,

12:
13:
Fig. 2.

ZD code with

k

=

3 and

n

=

14:

7.

TABLE I
ENCODING AND DECODING COMPLEXITIES OF DIFFERENT CN CODES.
Encoding

RS
BS
Cauchy-RS

O(nB/logq)
O(nB)
O(mBlogq)
O(mB)

ZD

Decoding

O(k�+kB/logq)
O(nk"B)
O(mBlogq)
O(m2)
O(min{m" /k, k}B)

15:
16:
17:

Operations

18:

Multiplication
XOR
XOR
Multiplication
XOR

19:
20:

end if

2 1:

if

22:
23:

and kl packets are used for decoding, where ko + kl = k.
The systematic packets will first be subtracted from the parity
packets, which involves O(kIL) XOR's. Decoding the parity
packets involves O(kr L) XOR's. Since kl ::; min{n - k, k},
the overall decoding complexity is 0 (min{n - k, k}2L).
V.

=

24:
25:
26:

Adpi] > 1 then
Adpi] := Adpi] -1;

else

Pi :=Pi+1;

end if
end for

27: end for

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

complexity is O(k3w2Nb) = O(k2Blogq). Since q is in order
of 2n , the decoding complexity becomes O(nk2B).
For Cauchy-RS code, the encoding involves O(k(n Consider the C) combination network. The message size
is B bits. We first analyze the encoding and decoding com k)Nblog2q) = O((n - k)Blogq) XOR's. Its decoding
plexities of different coding schemes. We assume that both q involves O(k(n - k)Nblog2q) = O((n - k)Blogq) XOR's.
and q' are powers of 2. Note that the values of q and q' are Multiplications in GF(q) are needed, but they do not need to be
the same for all codes except for the ZD code. The message repeated Nb times. Therefore, decoding involves O((n - k)2)
is divided into Nb � B/(klog q) blocks for encoding. Each operations in GF(q), where q;::: max{k, n - k}.
2
For ZD code, all operations are XOR's. Its encoding com
block consists of klog q bits. Note that the same encoding
2
plexity is O((n-k)kLNb) = O((n-k)B) and decoding com
procedure is repeated Nb times, one for each block.
For RS code, the encoding complexity is O(nkNb) = plexity is O(min{n-k, k}2LNb) = O(min{n-k, k}2B/k).
We summarize our result in Table 1. To simplify the
o (nB/logq).To perform decoding, the inverse matrix can be
computed in O(k3) operations and the multiplication can be notation, we define m � n - k, which represents the number
carried out in O(k2 Nb) = O(kB/logq). The overall decoding of parity packets. It is well known that the performance of RS
complexity is O(k3+kB/log q). Note that all operations are codes suffer from the slow operations in GF(q). The other
2
three codes work mainly over GF(2). Cauchy-RS and ZD
performed over GF(q), where q;::: n+1.
For BS code, the required operations are XOR's. Its en codes involve fewer XOR operations than BS code. Since
coding complexity is O(wknNb) = O(nB) and decoding min{m2, k} ::; m, it can be seen that the decoding complexity

A. Encoding and decoding complexities
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Encoding time for the

G)

network with

n

=

2k.

Fig. 4.

of ZD code is slighter lower than that of Cauchy-RS.
B. Empirical results

In this section, we compare the encoding and decoding per
formance of Cauchy-RS Code and ZD code by experiments.
The Jerasure library [12] is used to implement the Cauchy
RS code. The ZD code is implemented by C programming
language. Our test platform is a Dell desktop with Intel Core
i5-2500 CPU running at 3.30GHz with 4GB of RAM, and a
L1 cache of 32KB and a L2 cache of 256KB.
The (�) network with n 2k is considered. The value of k
is chosen from {S, 16, 32, 64}. A file of size 248 Mbytes is to
be encoded. As mentioned in [13], the choice of word size, w,
has great influence on the performance of Cauchy-RS code,
and a smaller word size often gives better performance. In the
Jerasure library, the smallest value of w that can be chosen is
l1og n l, so we use this value in our experiment.
2
The encoding times and decoding times of the two codes
are plotted in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Each data point
is obtained by the average of 10 runs. For both encoding
and decoding, the computation times of both Cauchy-RS and
ZD codes increase linearly but with different slopes. It can
be seen that the encoding and decoding times of Cauchy-RS
code increases much faster than ZD code. The encoding and
decoding times of the two codes are close to each other at
k S. For larger values of k, ZD code outperforms Cauchy
RS code.
=

=

V I.

CONCLUSIONS

Combination network coding is considered in this paper.
Our formulation allows the edge alphabet size differs from
the source alphabet size. A new bound on the alphabet sizes
is derived. When the two alphabet sizes are equal, the problem
reduces to the classical problem of designing MDS code.
Three existing MDS codes are reviewed and their encoding
and decoding complexities are compared.
While MDS codes can be regarded as a CN code of rate
one, we study a new CN code of rate slightly less than one,
called ZD code. The main feature of this code is that it can

Copyright (C) 2014 by IEICE

Decoding time for the

G)

network with

n

=

2k.

be decoded in a very efficient manner by an algorithm called
zigzag decoding using only the XOR operation. Its encoding
and decoding complexities are shown to be lower than the
other MDS codes we considered. We have also compared
the performance of ZD code with that of Cauchy-RS code
by software implementation. Numerical results show that ZD
code outperforms Cauchy-RS code significantly both in terms
of encoding and decoding.
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